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Abstract.

This is the report of a master project, done by Edwin Hanns, student electrical engineering at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. This master project was fulfIlled in cooperation with the section
Magnetic Resonance of Philips Medical Systems in Best, the Netherlands.

In MR imaging, a respiration signal is necessary to be able to use most artifact reduction methods. To
obtain this signal, a lot of different transducers have been used over the years. Some transducers worked
well on volunteers but failed when used on patients. These methods failed on patients because they were
uncomfortable or not adaptable to the irregular breathing patterns of anxious patients. The currently at
Philips Medical Systems used transducer is a pneumatic belt, which gives relatively good electrical results.
But it does not work on very fat patients nor on babies and it takes quite some time to connect and test
the belt.

Because of these disadvantages, it is desirable to develop a sensor which measures the respiration signal
without body contact. The main advantage of such a method will be the time gain for the operator, who
doesn't have to connect and test the measurement system anymore. This means that the throughput of
patients through the system can increase. This is a financial advantage for the hospital.

In this master project such a body-contact-free respiration sensor is developed. Out of five options for a
body-contact-free respiration sensor an ultrasonic measurement method is chosen because of its
independence of the MR-parameters and its ability to meet all the demands.

In this report. the feasibility of the ultrasonic respiration sensor in a MR-neighbourhood is demonstrated.
The sensor is designed to measure the respiration of patients who are lying quietly inside a MR-scanner.
The maximum possible variation which can be measured by the sensor is 10 p.m. The sensor is not
disturbed by clothing. The sensor operates all right inside a magnetic field. The range of the sensor is 0.55
m. The sensor is also not sensitive to shape changes of the reflecting surface. The sensor is therefore
extremely suitable to measure human respiration.



Samenvatting.

Oit verslag is het verslag van een afstudeerproject aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, faculteit
Elektrotechniek, vakgroep Medische Elektrotechniek. Het afstudeerproject is uitgevoerd in samenwerking
met Philips Medical Systems in Best.

Bij het maken van een zeugmatografisch plaatje van het menselijk lichaam is in het algemeen een
ademhalingssignaal nodig. Om dit signaal te verkrijgen zijn in het verleden al verscheidene methoden
uitgeprobeerd. Een aantal methoden werkten goed op vrijwilligers, maar faalden wanneer ze werden
toegepast op patienten. Oeze methoden waren ofwel oncomfortabel voor de patient ofwel niet aanpassend
aan het grillige ademhalingsgedrag van angstige patienten. Op het moment wordt bij Philips Medical
Systems een blaasbalg gebruikt die met behulp van een band om de patient wordt aangebracht. Deze balg
geeft goede resultaten, maar het werkt niet goed op dikke patienten en baby's. Ook kost het de operator
enige tijd om de blaasbalg aan te sluiten en te testen.

Vanwege deze nadelen ontstond de vraag naar een aanrakingsvrije ademhalingsdetector. Het grote voordeel
van zo'n detector is de tijdwinst voor de operator. Oit betekent dat de patient-doorlooptijd door een MR
scanner afneemt In dat geval kunnen er per dag meer patienten in een scanner worden behandeld. Oat is
een financieel voordeel voor het ziekenhuis.

In dit afstudeer project wordt zo'n aanrakingsvrije ademhalings-detector ontwikkeld. Vit vijf verschillende
opties wordt de ultrasone ademhalingsdetector gekozen, omdat deze het best past in het MR-systeem en
omdat deze aan alle eisen kan voldoen. De sensor meet de afstandsvariatie tussen de buik of de borst van
de patient en de bovenkant van de MR-scanner.

In dit verslag is de haalbaarheid van de ultrasone ademhalings-detector in een MR-omgeving aangetoond.
Een prototype is gebouwd en getest. De maximaal haalbare resolutie van deze detector is 10 ~. De
detector is ongevoelig voor het type kleren dat de patient draagt en voor bewegingen van deze kleren. Ook
is de detector ongevoelig voor vonnveranderingen van het reflecterend oppervlak. De detector is daarom
buitengewoon goed toepasbaar om menselijke ademhaling te meten.
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Preface.

This is the report of a master project, done by Edwin Harms, student electrical engineering at the
Eindhoven Unive~ity of Technology. This master project was fulfilled in cooperation with the section
Magnetic Resonance of Philips Medical Systems in Best, the Netherlands.

In MR imaging, a respiration signal is necessary to be able to use most artifact reduction methods. To
obtain this signal, a lot of different transducers have been used over the yea~. Some transduce~ worKed
well on voluntee~ but failed when used on patients. Two examples are a pneumotachograph and a nasal
thermistor [8]. These methods failed on patients because they were uncomfortable or not adaptable to the
irregular breathing panerns of anxious patients. The currently at Philips Medical Systems used transducer
is a pneumatic belt, which gives relatively good electrical results. But it does not work on very fat patients
nor on babies and it takes some time to connect and test the belt. This time takes often 25% of the total
scan time. Due to faster scan techniques this percentage tends to grow.

Because of these disadvantages, it is desirable to develop a sensor which measures the respiration signal
without body contact. The main advantage of such a method will be the time gain for the operator, who
doesn't have to connect and test the measurement system anymore. This means that the throughput of
patients through the system can increase. This is a financial advantage for the hospital.

The aim of this master project is to develop such a body-contact-free respiration sensor.

In this report, fi~t the technique of magnetic resonance imaging is discussed (Chapter 1). Then several
options for a body-contact free respiration sensor in a MR scanner are examined (Chapter 2). A choice
is made for the ultrasonic method, which is described in chapter 3. In chapter 4 recommendations for
further development are given, and in chapter 5 the conclusions are given.

At this point I want to thank the people at Philips Medical Systems in Best for giving me the opportunity
to work with MR. My special thanks are going to Wim Prins, Ruud de Graaf, Wiebe Albarda and Peter
Wardenier. I also want to thank all the volunteers on who I could test my system.
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1 Introduction: Magnetic Resonance.

1.1 The magnetic resonance phenomenon.

Magnetization.

The phenomenon of magnetic resonance is based on the fact that some nuclei are spinning around their
axes. The angular momentum! of these nuclei cause a magnetic moment J:!. The nucleus experiences a
torque when J:! is not parallel to an external magnetic field ~. This torque causes a precession movement
of the kernel perpendicular to the external field and perpendicular to its own magnetic moment. [11] [10]
(see figure 1). This movement is called the Larmor precession. The frequency with which these kernels
proceed is called the Larmor frequency 000. This frequency is proportional with the external magnetic field:

(1)

8 0

figure 1: The Larmor precession.

With Y the gyromagnetic ratio. The magnetic moments of the kernels can exist in two stable states:
parallel or anti-parallel to the external magnetic field. Slightly more kernels will line up parallel to the
external magnetic field than antiparallel. The magnetization vector M is the summation of all magnetic
moments in the volume observed. The equilibrium magnetization M> will thus be parallel to the external
magnetic field @o).

----------------------------------2



------------------------IN1RODUcnON:MAGNETIC RESONANCE.

Excitation
From now on, the magnetization vector will be observed in a frame, rotating with the Larmor frequency.
(When the magnetization is precessing it is standing still in this frame) (figure 2). To disturb the
magnetization from its aligned state with ~ a RF waveform can be used. This is called the excitation of
the material. This is done by making a new magnetic field B1 (perpendicular to the main magnetic field)
around which the magnetization is going to precess. (see figure 2).[10].

figure 2: The excitation field in the rotating frame.

To tum the vector M ex degrees. the vector !!J must hold t., seconds, according to (2). Often, 900 excitation
pulses (a pulse which rotates M into the xy-plane) and 1800 excitation pulses (a pulse which completely
inverts the net magnetization) are used.

(2)

Relaxation.

When the magnetization vector M is disturbed from its equilibrium state, it will precess with the Larmor
frequency (1) and relax to its equilibrium state. During this relaxation, the nuclei will emit a radio frequent
(RF) waveform. This waveform can be measured and is called the FlO-signal (free induction decay signal).
The relaxation in the z direction is in general slower than the relaxation in the xy-plane. So, the relaxation

-------------------------~~~~-- 3



-----------------------:IN1ROODCnON:MAGNETIC RESONANCE.

process can be described with two different relaxation times: T1 for the relaxation in the z-direction (to
MJ, and Tz for the relaxation in the xy-direetion (to zero).

Summarizing, four basic steps can be separated:
I Initially, all the nuclei are randomly oriented.
2 In a strong magnetic field a pan of the nuclei will align with the magnetic field.
3 Precessions can be excited by broadcasting EM radiation at the Larmor frequency ~
4 After the excitation pulse, the nuclei relax and will give up the energy they just absorbed by

broadcasting EM radiation at the same frequency COo

1.2 Magnetic resonance imaging.

Introduction.

Magnetic resonance imaging is the technique to make images of biological tissue with the aid of the
magnetic resonance phenomenon. For imaging propenies the hydrogen nucleus (a proton) is chosen
because the human body consists for approximately 65% of water and because the proton gives a
relatively high MR. signal [9]. For the hydrogen nucleus the gyro magnetic ratio is 42.58 MHzrr. Philips
Medical Systems uses two different magnetic field strengths: O.5T and 1.5T. With these field strengths,
the Larmor frequencies of protons are 21.29 MHz and 63.87 MHz, respectively. Both frequencies lie in
the radio band of the EM spectrum.

The setup of a MR-scanner.

The typical setup of a MR.-scanner is shown in figure 3. The front-end is the pan of the machine which
is located near the magnet inside the RF-cage. This part consists of analog electronics because the
electronics are not allowed to broadcast RF-radiation and digital electronics do so. The back-end is the
pan outside the RF-cage. This pan consists mainly of digital electronics.

----------------------------------4
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Magnetic shield........................................................................... < .
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operators console

figure 3: A MR-scanner.

Volume selection. [10] [11].

In the following, only the two dimensional fourier transform imaging technique will be discussed because
this is the commonly used imaging technique in MR. With this technique gradients in the main magnetic
field are built in three orthogonal directions to distinct little volumes (voxels) inside the human body. The
use of the gradient fields is discussed below. In figure 4, a simplified timing diagram of these gradients
with respect to the excitation pulse and the received signal is given. This timing diagram is kept simplified
in order to illustrate the use of the gradient fields. The value of Tr in this diagram lies between 10 ms and
2 sec.

J) Selection gradient.
In the selection (z-)direction, a gradient is applied during the time the excitation pulse is given. The
excitation pulse contains the frequencies {Y'Bo - ~ro}< co < {y.Bo + ~co}, so only a small layer is excited
where the magnetic field is in between (Bo - ~ro/y) and (Bo + ~co/y). With a gradient strength Gz Tim ,the
thickness of the excited layer is given as:

(3)

--------------------------------5
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T r
~--------------------------------~

excitation

z-gradient

y-gradient

~t

figure 4: Simplified timing diagram.

2) Preparation gradient.
After excitation. when the magnetization begins to relax to the equilibrium direction. a gradient in the y
direction is applied. At this time different Larmor frequencies occur at different positions along the y-axis.
After a certain time the preparation gradient is switched off and the nuclei at points along the y-direction
again all precess at the same frequency. But the phases of the precessions will have been changed
proportional to Oy.1y. In the preparation direction a phase encoding is established now.

3) Measurement gradient.
During the measurement of the flO-signal a gradient Gll in the measurement (x-) direction is applied.
Because of this gradient. the nuclei at points along the x-direction will precess with a frequency proportio
nal to Gx. In the measurement direction a frequency encoding is established now.

After the measurement and the digitalizing the measured signals are written to a plane. called the k-plane.
The time signals are written in the k,. direction and the different phase steps stand in the Icy direction. In
fact those phase steps also form a sampled frequency (like the signals in the k,.-direction). The k-plane
now contains the in two dimensions fourier transformed image. After a double fourier transform. the
position information is decoded.

An example: a four pixel image.

After measurement of the different FlO signals with different phase encodings. a two-dimensional image
can be extracted. A simple example is illustrated in figure 5. We want four different pixels in our image.
Two different measurements are necessary to make a four-pixel image.

-------------------------------6
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measurement 1
a)

measurement 2
c)

y• y• · .· .'.',.: :· . x
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s

~
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s• a-c b-d signals
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figure 5: A four pixel image.

Measurement 1.

The first measurement is illustrated in figure Sa, where no Gy is applied, so there is no phase shift in the
y-direction. during the measurement a gradient Gx is applied. So in the x-direction the position is
frequency-encoded. After fourier transformation of the received AD-signal we see two different peaks in
the frequency domain (figure Sb). Those peaks are the sums of the magnetizations of the areas along the
x-direction. At this point we thus have two equations with four unknown variables.

Measurement 2.

The second measurement is illustrated in figure Sc, where by using a preparation gradient a 180 phase
shift is established. In the x-direction, the same frequency encoding is used as in the first measurement.
Two peaks can again be observed in the frequency domain, now corresponding with the difference of the
magnetizations of the areas along the y-direction. At this point we have four equations with four unknown
variables. From these measurements, the relative proton densities in the four compartments can be
calculated.

In the example, it was shown that to separate four different pixels in the image, two different
measurements with different phase encodings are necessary. In general, to get an image with N*N pixels,
N different measurements are necessary. Those measurements are executed after each other with the
repetition time Tr • The total measurement time for a common measurement sequence is S to 15 min.

----------------------------------7
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1.3 Artifacts in MRI.

In MRI, motion gives a displacement of the object to be imaged and therefore blurring in the image. This
effect also shows up when one tries to make a photograph of a fast moving object with a long exposure
time. An additional effect in MR imaging is the occurrence of artifacts (ghosts) in the image due to perio
dic motions. This effect is closely related to the frequency- and phase- encoding used in MR imaging.

Periodic motion.

Periodic movements of the patient with amplitude A and frequency ro." cause a gradient field modulation
for a certain piece of tissue. In the x-direction this causes a frequency modulation. In the y-direction it
causes a phase modulation. The movement can be described by:

A.x=Mcos(lA) ••r)

a) motion artifact in the measurement direction.

(4)

M is the displacement of the pixel. The frequency modulation of the protons in the piece of tissue is given
as:

(5)

The received signal has the intensity V(t):

Under the assumption ~oo/ro.,,«I,[ to] we can state:

V(t):: Y(Jo( ~ lA) )sinlA)at ± J
1
( A c.> )sin(lA)o±lA)".)t

lA) .. (0) ..

a V(sin(lA)of)±.!.( A w ).sk(lA)o± lA) ".)t
2 (,)11I

(6)

(7)

As we can see in this fonnula, shifted frequency components will occur with amplitude ~oo/OOm' and at
frequencies OOm around 000 ,

---------------------------------8
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b) motion artifact in the preparation direction.

The effect of the frequency modulation in the preparation direction is similar. Because the preparation
gradient is active for l.e seconds, the piece of tissue will have a phase modulation according to:

Under the assumption that l.e « Tm' so ~mte = 1tt/fm « 1 it follows that:

~(t)aCA)c1.-~wt.sm(w .t)=4>o+A4Jsin(w ".t)

With ~<I> = 'Y{Jie'~A The received signal has the intensity V'(t):

V'(t) =Vsin4J(t) =Vsin(wcl+A'sin(w.t»

Because l.e « 1!rom, so ~roel.e « AW/Olm « I, we can state:

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

At this point, it is clear that shifted frequency components occur in 2DFf imaging caused by periodic
motion. In the next section the influence of these side frequencies on the image will be shown.

Ghost displacement.

At this point, the frequency distance between two pixels is of interest. In the measurement direction, this
distance is given by equation (12).

1
~v =

G t
G

(12)

In this fonnula is ~ the signal acquisition time. This time is taken, because in the measurement direction
all the frequencies are measured simultaneously and later separated with a fourier transform.

-------------------------------9
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In the preparation direction, the pixel-frequency-distance is given by:

1
I1v"'--

• T,.N,
(13)

(14)

With Tr the repetition time and Ny the amount of pixels in the preparation direction. The product Tr ·Ny
is the total measurement time for one slice. This total time has to be taken into account because every step
in the preparation direction gives a little contribution to the total 'signal' in the preparation direction.

Typical values for these pixel-frequency-distances are: t!:.ve= 0.001 Hz and t!:.v.=I00 Hz. Normal
respiration has the frequency 0.1 Hz < fm < 1 Hz, for example 0.25 Hz. Thus, the displacement caused
by the respiration movement expressed in (7) and (11) is less than 1 pixel in the measurement direction
and 250 pixels in the preparation direction. So, if the imaged volume performs any periodic movement
in any direction, there will always be ghosts and the ghosts will always appear in the phase-encoding
direction. In the example there will be two shifted 'ghost' -images (with lower intensity than the original
image), shifted for 250 pixels in the phase-encoding direction. When a bright part of the image is shifted
towards a dark part of the image, the error can be 100%. This gives rise to false diagnosis. Because
respiration movement is built of several frequencies there will be more than only two 'ghosts'. The
displacement (in pixels) in the preparation direction now can be expressed in a formula (equation (14».

f. T,·N.,
I1M=-"'-

I1v. T.

1.4 Motion artifact reduction.

In this section several methods are described to reduce the artifacts and the blurring. caused by motion.
In general, there are three different groups of artifact reduction methods. the first group is patient control,
like breath holding or breast strapping. This is possible for maximal 30 seconds. The total scan time is
often longer. The second group is computer post processing of the received data which is very time
consuming. The third group is the acquisition control. This group is discussed below. This group consists
six different acquisition-control-approaches:

1) respiratory triggering.

With this method the acquisition times are times of equal breast position. The sample time is then t = 'Y
+ kTm, with k=l,2,3... The cosine term in equation (4) is then a constant, and there is no frequency
modulation. Of course, then there are no artifacts either. The big disadvantage of this method is that is
very time-consuming.

----------------~----~~~~~------10
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2) Respiratory gating.

This method executes the measurements without stopping, but it rejects those measurements which are
taken during breast movement. An alternative variant of this method is introduced by Wood [13): Only
the high-frequency part of the data is thrown away. The big disadvantage of this method is that the arti
facts are not reduced much and it is time consuming.

3) Respiration ordered phase encoding (ROPE).

This method tries to make the (virtual) respiration time equal to the total measurement time: Tm = T~
The displacement of the ghost is then only one pixel (according to equation 2.30: t;" = vJ. The method
works as follows: a respiration phase is introduced (figure 6). Ky is now scheduled as a function of the

time

•respi-
ration

Crespo phase
figure 6: The respiration phase.

1

respiration phase (figure 7): 0 for the start of the respiratory period and linearly growing to I at the end
of the respiratory period. During measurement, the ley value is chosen according to the prediction of the
respiration phase for the next measurement time. Virtually, there was only one respiration period during
the entire image-measurement (figure 7).

--------------------------------11
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255o
o'----------------

• 1
rasp

phase

respiration m$

figure 7: The scheduling of ley as a function of the respiration phase.

4) presaturation.

In MR, the MR signal which returns from fat is very bright. The ghosts caused by moving fat are thus
also a lot brighter than the ghosts caused by other tissue that is moving. Because the fat signal has a low
diagnostic value, the fat signal may be suppressed. This is }X>ssible by giving a fat-saturation pulse just
before the measurement.

5) Averaging of measurements. [13][1]

Data averaging is based on the assumption that the noise of several different measurements is not
correlated. Therefore, the noise in a summation of different measurements increases with a factor ..IN, with
N the number of measurements summed. The signals of the different measurements are correlated, so the
signal in the summation of all the measurements increases with a factor N. The signal to noise ratio (SIN)
now increases with a factor ..IN

6) Fast measurement.

The ultimate solution to reduce motion artifacts is of course to perfonn the measurement very fast, so the
motion caused by the respiration is not even mentioned. If all the measurements for one slice are done
in for example 300 ms the pixel-distance in the preparation direction increases to 3.3 Hz. The shift due
to respiration movement (± 0.25 Hz) is then less than one pixel.

-------------------------------12
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In table I, the effect of the above discussed methods is given on artifacts, bluning and measurement time.

table I: bluning and ghosts with the different artifact reduction methods.

artifact reduction method bluning ghosts time

triggering no no increases

gating little yes increases

ROPE yes no the same

pre-saturation little little increases

averaging little little increases

fast measurement no no decreases

In this table, one can see that only fast measurement has an positive effect on all three items. To reduce
ghosts, ROPE or triggering can be used. Because bluning is not as bad as a long imaging time, ROPE
is commonly used.

To use the ROPE-teclmique a signal representing the respiration movement is necessary. To measure the
respiration several sensors are tried out over the years. The currently used sensor, a pneumatic belt,
seemed to be the best option. Though, this sensor also has some big disadvantages. These are:

- The operator needs quite some time to connect and test the belt. This takes often 25% of the through
put-time of a patient. Due to the development of faster scanning techniques. this percentage will increase
in time.

- Often the patients are very nervous at the beginning of the scan. During the scan they relax. While they
relax their respiration amplitude decreases, the belt loosens and the respiration signal is not measured
anymore. In this case the scan must be stopped and the belt must be tightened up.

- To bedridden patients the belt is difficult to connect

In order to get rid of these disadvantages there is a clinical demand for a body-contact-free respiration
sensor. In that case patient handling with respect to the respiration measurement will not be necessary
anymore. In the next section several options for a body-contact-free respiration sensor are discussed.
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2 Options for a body-contact-free respiration sensor.

2.1 Introduction.

In this section, five methods are investigated which can make the respiration measurement body-contact
free. Every method has its own specific advantages and disadvantages. The five methods are:

1) Extraction of the respiration signal out of MR-data.
2) Reflection of RF-power in body coil.
3) RF power receivement with body coil.
4) Optical distance measurement.
5) Sonar distance measurement.

These measurement methods will be discussed and their feasibility will be examined.

2.2 External conditions.

The external conditions for a body-contact-free respiration sensor in magnetic resonance imaging can be
divided into two groups:

J The main conditions prescribed by the MR system.

-The method has to operate in a strong magnetic field.
-The method is not allowed to broadcast RF electromagnetic radiation inside the RF-cage during
the measurement period of the MR-system.
-The method must be robust against RF radiation.
-The method must be robust against the gradient fields and the noise produced by those.
-The method is not allowed to influence the homogeneity of the magnetic field in the coil.
-The method is not allowed to influence the homogeneity of the RF field in the coil.
-The method is not allowed to prolong the total measurement time.

2 The conditions prescribed by the patient.

-The method must be adaptable to the irregular breathing patterns of (anxious) patients.
-The method must be sensitive for frequencies between 0.1 and 1 Hz.
-The method may not be sensitive to the kind of clothes the patient is wearing nor to clothing-
movements.
-A variation in abdomen or breast-position of at least 0.25 mm has to be detected in order to
register even shallow breathing. This resolution is necessary because the respiration amplitude of
very ill (benumbed) patients and the respiration of babies must be detectable.
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2.3 Extraction of the respiration signal out of MR-data.

2.3.1 Introduction.

This method is first mentioned by Leon Axel [1]. He thought of a small flip-angle excitation with a non
imaging frequency encoded detection of the projection along the direction of maximal respiration excur
sion. The boundary of the projection data (after single fourier transform) varies with the respiratory
movement. -See figure 9.

y

t

x

s

t

_.~ freq

figure 9: Extraction of the respiratory signal out of MR-data.

W.S. Kim [7] had good results with this method extracting the respiration signal from the MR data. In
fact, he also extracted the cardiac signal by looking at the magnitude of the projection data in the cardiac
region (which varies with the amount of blood in the heart). He used extra measurement sequences with
no preparation gradient to extract the respiration- and cardiac signal. Of course, this prolongs the total
measurement time.

It must be possible to extract these signals from the MR data without doing extra measurements when the
SIN ratio for each measurement remains good. Spitefully, this is not the case for measurements with big
preparation gradients. For big preparation gradients the magnetization vectors at different y- positions are
cancelling each other. The total amount of received signal is then very low.

At the SMRI meeting 1990, J.P. Felmlee presented results of measurements using this method. According
to some rumours, he solved the problem of the low SIN ratio using a tracer, positioned on the breast of
the patient. A tracer is a sample of tissue giving a bright MR-signal. This tracer must be a point source
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in the preparation direction so the signal coming from the tracer is not disturbed by the preparation gra
dient.

2.3.2 Theoretical background.

Sampling theorem.

In 1956, J. Yen proposed a non-linear sampling theorem. [15] Deriving this theorem, he assumed an
infinite accuracy and a signal with a fInite bandwidth. He stated in his theorem that if one wants to sample
non-equidistant one has to take as much samples as from Shannon's theorem follows but one may shift
these samples in time without restrictions.

In cases where the two assumptions are not valid, restrictions with respect to the amount of shifting will
occur. The main conclusion for me is that the samples don't have to be taken at equidistant times, so
undersampling is allowed for some periods.

This theorem is usable for this measurement method: it is possible to use only the measurements with low
phase gradients (high SIN) to derive the respiration signal. In fact, the respiration signal is most important
for the measurements with low phase gradients, and that's where the respiration signal can be extracted
from the MR data.

According to Shannon, the amount of samples that has to be taken is:

_ 2.TfDt 2.N,.T,.NSA.N
S --- _-..L.----'---

mln T. T.
(15)

With Smin the minimum amount of samples to take, Tr the repetition time between two measurements, NSA
the number of signals averaged, N the amount of slices imaged and Tmthe movement period. TlOt is the
total measurement time. So, according to Yen this is the minimum amount of samples to take. But it is
not important at what moment they are taken.

Resolution.

The maximal achievable resolution for this method is a variation of one pixel (16). In this formula, FOV
is the fIeld of view (cm) and Nx is the amount of pixels in the measurement direction. In the common case
of FOV = 40 cm and Nx = 256, the maximal achievable resolution is 1.6 mm. (In cases that the signal to
noise ratio is low this resolution even may not be reached). This means that for a common measurement
the resolution-demand is not reached.

(16)
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2.3.3 Measurements.

Three different volunteer-measurements have been executed: one where the measurement direction was
perpendicular to the respiration movement and two where the measurement gradient was in the direction
of the respiration movement. From these, one was executed with a tracer, placed on the abdomen of the
volunteer. The results of the measurements are shown in appendix 1.

The measurements have been executed on a test and develop system at Philips Medical Systems. The
results are summed in table II

table Il:The respiration signal from MR-data.

nr measurement comments T10l Tm Smin Smin Smea

(S) (S) # (%) (%)

1 tracer worst case 121 1 242 94.5

best case 121 10 24 9.4

real case 121 6.4 38 14.8 63

2 no tracer worst case 121 1 242 94.5

best case 121 10 24 9.4

real case 121 7.6 32 12.5 37.5

2 m-dir...L to resp. worst case 180 1 360 140
movem

best case 180 10 36 14

real case 180 5.5 66 25.7 10.7

In this table, the worst case is the situation that the patients breathing frequency is 1 Hz. The best case
is the situation the patients breathing frequency is 0.1 Hz. The value of Smea is the percentage of
measurements where one is able to detect the abdominal wall. In this table one can see that ( in the real
case situation) the measurement can be successfully executed if the measurement direction is the same
as the direction of the respiration movement. In that case there is no need for a tracer.
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2.3.4 Evaluation.

the advantages of this method are:
-The extracted signal is directly dependent of the displacement inside the region being imaged (of
course: this is the region in which one is mostly interested).
-The possibility of a software implementation.
-There is no need for extra measurement hardware in the RF cage so there is no influence on the
measurement of image data.
-The measurement duration will not be bigger than before.

The disadvantages are:
-The measurement gradient must be in the direction of the respiration movement
-The resolution demand is not reached.

2.4 Reflection of RF power.

2.4.1 Introduction.

The idea of this method is based on the fact that patient movement inside a coil causes changes in the
quality factor Q of the coil. The change in quality causes a change in the impedance match of the coil to
the RF amplifier. If the coil is used to transmit RF power, this varying impedance match can be measured
as variations in the reflected RF power. For a linear coil, this method can be used [3] [5]. For a quadrature
body coil (this is a body coil in which two orthogonal modi can exist: it produces a rotating B-field), this
has yet to be researched.

2.4.2 Theoretical background.

When a patient breaths inside a coil the coil-impedance varies dependent of the respiration. This
phenomenon might be caused by two different phenomenons: the variation of the human to coil capa
citance and the occurrence of eddy currents inside the human body. These eddy currents cause a anti-field.
So they are inductively coupled with the coil. (see figure 10).
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figure 10: Capacitive and inductive coupling.

The inductive coupling is known to be the main cause of patient losses of a coil. Therefore this kind of
coupling will be discussed below.

To illustrate the behaviour of tissue in a changing RF magnetic field the power absorption caused by eddy
currents in a homogeneous block of tissue is calculated. A homogeneous magnetic field is assumed inside
a cylinder of tissue with a constant electric conductivity 0. (see figure 11)

The eddy currents are assumed to flow according to figure 11. Of course this model is not a very good
model to describe the eddy current losses in a real patient This is only included to illustrate the
occurrence of eddy current losses.
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figure 11: Power absorption by eddy currents.

The current io in the coil which surrounds the block of tissue causes a RF magnetic field !!.I in the volume
of tissue:

(17)

This magnetic field causes an electric field in the block of tissue, according to Maxwell's equation:

In the block of tissue a electric field E1 will occur:

- A A r(,)~
IE1n=E'COSt.>t ,with E=-T

This electric field will cause a current density 1.:

1=0£

(18)

(19)

(20)
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The local power p!oc' absorbed by this current is:

(21)

The total power. absorbed in the block of tissue is PlOt:

This power absorption can be described by a variable serial resistor in the coil circuit:

Pt«
R=-

• 2ill

(22)

(23)

This resistance Rs will vary when the radius R varies. This extra resistance causes a change in the quality
of the coil. The quality of the circuit is defined as:

(24)

with ~ the equivalent series resistance of the coil and L and C according to figure to. So. the quality of
the body coil circuit will vary with the radius R. The extra resistance. defined in equation (23) also causes
a change in power reflection coefficient of the coil circuit. The power reflection coefficient rho is given
as:

R +R-SO
p= c •

R +R +50c •

(25)

So. the power reflection will also vary with the radius R. The variation of the radius R can be a model
for the respiration of a real patient So when a patient is breathing inside a body-coil the reflected power
from the bodycoil back to the power amplifier will vary as a function of the respiration movement.

The maximal achievable resolution is for this measurement method limited by the signal to noise ratio and
thus by the electronic design and by the components used.
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2.4.3 Simulations and measurements.

In order to detect the sensitivity of RF coils to respiration motion some simulations were carried out. The
quadrature coil was simulated with PHILPAC. PHILPAC is Philip's simulation program for analog
electronics. The varying quantity was the quality of the body-coil. The reflected power and reflected
voltage were simulated as a function of Q. Before starting the simulations, a simple Q-variation measu
rement was carried out for some volunteers. The Q-variation due to respiration was for the quadrature
bodycoil in between 1 and 3 percent. The results of the simulation are shown below in figure 12, and
given (together with the measurements) in appendix 2.

reflection versus quality
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figure 12: Reflected signal due to a varying Q.

From these results the sensitivity can be calculated:

sy _ Ay/V _ 1
Q- AQIQ - 1_60

Q

(26)

The measurements were performed with a HP spectrum analyzer (HP 4195A) and a HP test set (lIP
85044A).
The results of these measurements are summed in table III.
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table Ill: Reflection caused by respiration.

or weight length Q Coil + ~ren ~ren
load (dBm) (mW/mW)

1 72 191 60 0.4 4.7%

2 72 191 60 0.3 3.7%

3 70 180 70 0.4 4.7%

4 70 180 70 0.5 5.9%

5 72 191 60 0.9 10.9%

Considering this. the method looks feasible. Let's look at the variations caused by other patient movements
(table IV). From this table it follows that most movements give rise to a voltage change of approximately
the same magnitude as the respiration movement.

table W: Variations in reflection due to various patient movements.

Movement ~rcn ~ren
(dBm) (mW/mW)

respiration 0.4 4.7%

cough 0.6 7.1%

talking 0.2 2.3%

fmger movements 0.05 0.6%

leg movements 0.2 2.3%
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2.4.4 Evaluation.

The advantages of this method are:
-The bodycoil can be used which is already present in the system or it is possible to do this
measurement with the aid of a dedicated coil, which can operate off-resonance.

The disadvantages are:
-When a dedicated coil is used. the homogeneity of the RF- and magnetic- field is influenced
which reduces the image quality.
-The body coil has a strong attenuation at off-resonance frequencies, so it is necessary to do the
measurement at resonance and this is not allowed during the measurement of the weak MR
signals.
-No measurement can be perfonned during the broadcasting of the RF pulses, so the measurement
only can be executed during the time the preparation gradient is on. This time is very little and
with the new developments this duration is getting shorter.
-So, the sample rate of this method is strongly dependent of the timing of the sequence.
-The body coil cannot continuously be used as a receiver when a surface coil is used.
-Other patient movements than respiration have also a big influence on this method.

2.5 RF-power transmission.

2.5.1 Introduction.

This method is based on the same phenomenon as described in paragraph 2.4: a varying Q caused by
respiration. This time the body coil is used to receive a RF magnetic field with constant amplitude. See
figure 13. The frequency of the B-field is the resonance frequency of the coil. The amount of signal the
body coil picks up is dependent of its quality. So, a varying coil quality returns a varying signal. This
measurement can be carried out in combination with the scan: the detection of the extra frequency can be
executed via the nonnal acquisition circuits. When the first fourier transfonn is executed the extra frequen
cy is easy to extract from the data. In that case the extra frequency must lie between the maximal
detectable frequency and the maximum frequency generated by the protons in the patient.

2.5.2 Theoretical background.

In paragraph 2.4 we have seen that the quality of a broadcasting body coil varies with the respiration.
Because of the theorem of reciprocity, the quality of a receiving body coil also varies with the respiration.
In the following the theoretical dependence of the received signal to the coil quality is calculated. The two
coils are inductively coupled:

(27)
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a

M

figure 13: Transmitting a constant magnetic field.

Only the left coil (the flux probe) is exited:

~ =ioCa).cos(Ca).t) ; ':: =0

So, the in the body coil induced voltage ej is:

e,=i.CA).MCCJ6(Ca).t)

with:

Rs

c Va

(28)

(29)

M=k.JL1Lz ,withlkld (30)
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The voltage measured over the capacitance of the coil circuit is (for w = w<J:

(31)

So,

The sensitivity of the output voltage to the Q is:

1& VI/lVols y- =1
Q &Q/Qo

(32)

(33)

Like in section 2.4, the resolution is limited by the signal to noise ratio and thus by the electronic design
and the components used.

2.5.3 Simulations and measurements.

To check the previous result, a simulation with the help of PHILPAC was perfonned. The quadrature coil
and the hybrid circuit were simulated, As excitation, a small induction current was put on the coil. The
result of the simulation is shown in figure 14 and given in appendix 3.

The sensitivity which follows from this simulation data is given in equation (34). There is a diffrence with
equation (33) because the quadrature body coil is in reality more complex than a single resonant circuit.
Comparing equation (34) with equation (26), it is clear that this method is less sensitive than the in the
previous section discussed reflection method. So. the reflection method will give bener results. Again,
patient movements other than respiration will cause unwanted effects.

(34)

A measurement with a quadrature body coil has been carried out with the help of a HP spectrum analyzer.
The voltage variations were in these measurements 1.4% and 2.3%.
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figure 14: Simulations of the RF transmission method.

2.5.4 Evaluation.

The advantages of this method are:
-The coils are already present in the system.

power ~ quality

The disadvantages are:
-There is a need for measurement electronics in the MR detection chain which reduces the image
quality.
-This method is less sensitive to a changing Q than the power reflection measurement.
-The body coil cannot continuously be used as a receiver when a surface coil is ~sed.

-An fourier transform operation is needed to decode the respiration signal
-This method is strongly dependent of the timing of the sequence (Tr)'
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2.6 Optical distance measurement.

2.6.1 Introduction.

This method measures the distance between the top of the body coil and the patient breast or the patients
abdominal wall. Three different types of measurements are possible:
a) An interference measurement In this case, the wavelength of the signal must be approximately

equal to the amplitude of the variation.
b) A reflection-time measurement. In this case a light-pulse is transmitted and the time between

transmitting the signal and receiving the first reflection is measured.
c) A phase-shift measurement in amplitude modulation phase between the transmitted and received

signal.

2.6.2 Theoretical evaluation.

a) Interference measurement.
For infrared light, the wavelength lies between 800nm and 1500nm. The respiration variation is around
0.5 cm, so an interference measurement is out of the question.

b) Reflection time measurement.
The second method is also very difficult: the speed of light is 3·10 mIs, so the variation in the time when
the reflection occurs is around 30 ps. This is almost unmeasurable.

c) Phase shift measurement.
The third method doesn't work any better: the maximal difference in distance for the light beam to go is
twice the maximal respiration amplitude. So, if Amu. = 2 em, the reflected light will have a modulation
phase lag dependent of the respiration. The maximal phase difference between inspiration and expiration
is to be 360°. For the modulation frequency fm follows:

f.=7.S-1(fs

(35)

(36)

The resolution demand is 0.25 mm, so the minimal phase-shift to detect is 2.2°. Evaluating, this all means
that one need a modulation frequency of 7.5 GHz and a phase-sensitive detection at the same frequency
with a resolution of 2.2 degrees.
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2.6.3 Evaluation.

Because this method doesn't look very feasible further investigations will not be done on this item. This
section will be closed by stating its advantages and disadvantages.

The advantages of this method are:
-Light can be transported by glass-fibres. so there is no need for extra measurement devices in
the RF-eage.
-A position dependent respiration measurement is possible.
-The measurement duration will not be bigger than before.

The disadvantages are:
-The modulation frequency needed is very high.
-Because of the absorption of light in clothes, the patient has to wear some kind of reflecting suit.
-When a body-wrap-around coil is used, the reflection might come from this coil and not from
the human body.

2.7 Sonar distance measurement.

2.7.1 Introduction.

This method measures the distance between the top of the body coil and the patients breast or the patients
abdominal wall. Two different types of measurements are possible:

-An phase-shift measurement In this case, the wavelength of the signal must be approximately
equal to the amplitude of the variation.
-A reflection-time measurement. In this case a pulse is transmitted and the time between
transmitting the signal and receiving the first reflection is measured.

The second type will be considered for the ultrasonic measurement. We transmit a pulse ultra sound from
the top of the body coil and measure the time in which the first reflection returns from the abdomen or
breast of the patient. This time varies with the respiration movement of the abdomen or breast of the
patient (see figure 15). So, from this time-measurement, the respiration signal can be extracted.

2.7.2 Theoretical background.

Reflection.
The reflection of ultra sound between two media is usually expressed with the power reflection coefficient
rr.[4] The power reflection coefficient is known to be dependent of the characteristic acoustic impedances
Z of these two media (equation (37». The energy transmission is given by a factor (l-rr)'

IZ1-Zol
r=---
, IZ1+Zol
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figure 15: The ultrasonic measurement.
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From Cracknell [4], some valuable quantities can be extracted. (table V).

table V: Characteristics of sound in different media.

material speed of sound acoustical
(m/s) impedance (kg/m2s)

air =340 =430

other gases > 250 > 100

liquids > 950 > IE6

solids >2000 > IE7

From this table and the fonnula given above, one can see that the reflection coefficients from air to any
liquid or solid is almost 1. So the reflection of ultra sound on the human body is almost 100%.
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Resolution.
The achievable resolution has to be examined yet. The velocity of sound in air is around 340 mls. The
time difference between the reflection from an inspirated and expirated position is 1.3xlcr sec (38) for
a movement of 0.25 mm ( the resolution demand). This is measurable with conventional electronics.

2 2.5.10'" 13x = . ~sec

340

2.7.4 Evaluation.

The advantages of this method are:
-There is no interference with the data measurement.
-Good resolution is possible.
-Microphone and speaker can be the same piezo-electric crystal.

(38)

The disadvantages are:
-Measurement electronics are needed in the MR neighbourhood.
-The RF measurement might be disturbed by the broadcasted ultrasonic pulses (high hannonics
in the electrical signal).
-When a body-wrap-around coil is used the first reflection might come from this coil and not from
the human body.
-The first reflection of the ultrasonic pulse might not come from the human body, but from the
clothes the patient is wearing.
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2.8 Selecting a method.

Evaluating all five methods mentioned in this chapter, three methods of these five will be rejected
immediately:

1) The extraction of the respiration signal out ofMR data is rejected because the maximal achievable
resolution doesn't meet the resolution-demand.

2) The RF power transmission method is rejected because it has the same disadvantages and
advantages as the power reflection method but the sensitivity is lower.

3) The optical distance measurement is rejected because the modulation frequency needed is
extremely high.

The two methods left over both are feasible methods for measuring the respiration signal in a MR
neighbourhood. The advantage of the RF power reflection measurement over the ultrasonic measurement
is the fact that this method doesn't need extra hardware in the bore. On the contrary, the sample rate of
this method is strongly dependent of the measurement sequence used, so software is needed to obtain the
right timing moments to execute the measurement The ultrasonic method on the other hand operates
totally independent of the sequence.

The ultrasonic measurement is chosen to be developed into a body-contact-free respiration sensor. This
method theoretically can meet all the demands mentioned and it is a stand-alone solution. Therefore this
method is not dependent of the MR measurement sequence used. In the next section, the design of the
ultrasonic respiration sensor is discussed.
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3 The ultrasonic respiration sensor.

3.1 The basic design.
...................

•Basic scheme

• insideII cage
............

II outside
..cage

figure 16: The basic design of the ultrasonic respiration sensor.

The basic design of the ultrasonic respiration sensor is shown in figure 16. The design is split up on two
main pans: an analog part which is placed inside the RF-cage and a mainly digital part which is placed
outside the RF-cage. The two pans are connected by fibre optic transmission lines. Those are used,
because they don't transmit unwanted RF-signals from outside the cage to inside the cage v.v.. The point
of digitalizing is chosen behind the detection circuit in order to reject noise and crosstalk.

The circuit operates as follows: first, an ultrasonic wave is transmitted from a transducer placed in the top
of the body coil. Then the reflection of the ultrasonic wave on the patients body is observed with a second
transducer placed next to the first one. A movement of the reflecting surface now causes a time shift in
which the reflection occurs. this time shift is measured (a counter is enabled between the moment the
pulse is transmitted and the moment the reflection is detected) and the respiration signal is extracted from
it.

The reflection is observed in two ways: by a level-detector (rough detection) and by a zero-crossing-Iock
(precise detection) (figure 17). The disadvantage of the level-detection is its amplitude-dependence. The
amplitude of the reflection will change when the shape of the reflecting surface changes (which is very
likely to occur using the patients body as reflecting surface). This is caused by interference between
reflections on different positions on the surface. The amplitude change gives rise to a shift in the level
detection moment uncorrelated with the movement of the reflecting surface. The zero crossing moments
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figure 17: Operation of the ultrasonic respiration sensor

in the reflected signal are independent of the amplitude of the reflected wave. When one is able to follow
the time shift of a particular zero crossing in the reflected wave the sensitivity of the sensor to shape
changes of the reflecting surface dramatically decreases.
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figure 18: Timing of the different signals.
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The zero-crossing detector operates as follows (see figure 17 and figure 18): to measure roughly at what
moment the reflection occurs a level detection is executed first. This detection stans a circuit which
generates a time-window which is present for one burst period (Tb) and which is delayed for one sample
period minus half a burst period (T, - ~Tb)' With a sample frequency of 300 Hz and a burst frequency of
40 kHz, the window is 6541.1 ~ delayed and the 25.0 ~ present. The window is thus present when one
expects the next reflection to occur. During the time the window is active the next reflection is examined
for a high-to-Iow zero crossing. The moment such a zero-crossing is detected the window-circuit starts
to generate a new time-window with the same specifications (see figure 18). The next sample period the
next reflection is again examined for a high-to-Iow zero-crossing at the time the next window is present.
This sequence holds until the mode selector determines a fault in window-timing. then a rough level
detection is executed to restart the process.

As an example a stationary reflecting surface will be observed. In this case the reflection occurs every
sample period at the same time after the transmitted pulse. The initial measurement will provide
information about the moment the reflection occurs. the next sample period a time-window is generated
and a zero crossing will be detected. The third sample period, the new time-window will be time-aligned
around the zero crossing of interest. At this point the reflecting surface begins to move. The zero crossing
of interest in the next reflection will have been shifted in time a little. So it is not sited in the centre of
the next time-window anymore. The circuit will follow the zero-crossing of interest when its time-shift
is not more than half the burst period per sample period.

3.2 Elementary aspects.

In this section the external conditions (section 2.2) that influence the design of the ultrasonic respiration
sensor are discussed.

3.2.1 Resolution.

A variation in breast-movement of at least 0.25 mm must be detectable in order to register even flat
breathing. This resolution demand sets a minimum for the count frequency with which the counter samples
the delay-time between the moment the transmit-signal is transmitted and the detection moment of the
received signal. The minimal time shift to detect t is given in (39). The maximal allowable jitter is then
t{2= 750 ns. The minimal count frequency which is able to detect this time-shift is lIt = 0.68 MHz. The
count frequency chosen for the design is 1.25 MHz, which fulfils the demand.

3.2.2 Patient to sensor distance.

0.25'10-3 1,5
't - :: liS

340
(39)

The distance between the patient and the sensor is maximal 0.45 m because the body coil has a diameter
of 0.5 m and even the smallest baby is at least 5 em thick. With a count frequency of 1.25 MHz the
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maximum number of pulses to count is 1.4·lcY. Thus minimal 11.7 bits are needed. So, a 12 bits counter
will be used. In that case, the maximal reachable distance is 0.55 m. Which, of course, is sufficient.

3.2.3 Ultrasonic frequency.

According to section 2.2, the sensor may not be sensitive to the kind of clothes the patient is wearing nor
to cloth-movements. Therefore, the absorption of the ultrasonic wave in clothes and the reflection of the
ultrasonic wave on clothes must be minimal. In order to examine the best frequency of ultrasound to use
in this application. some measurements have been performed (see figure 20).

........,.elative reflection
I III (dB)

o
-5

-1 0 1n-,..-"T""T"T7'"""T"TT"T"77"T77"T77"T77'"T77'"T77'"T7"7'7'7l
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-20
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• attenuation
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-10
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10 20 30 40
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figure 19: results of the measurement.

The results of these measurements are shown in figure 19. In this figure one can see that the reflection
of ultrasound on clothes is constant for the frequency range of 20 to 40 kHz. The absorption of ultrasound
in clothes is constant for the frequency range of 20 to 30 kHz. For frequencies between 30 and 40 kHz,
the absorption increases rapidly.
The conclusion of this little investigation is that the optimal frequency of ultrasound to use in this
application lies between 20 kHz (the hearing boundary) and 30 kHz (minimal reflection and absorption
in clothes). For the design, however, ultrasonic transduce~ at 40 kHz are used because those were easy
available.
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)J'""
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figure 20: Meac;urement of reflection and absorption of ultrasonic waves in and on textile

3.2.4 Frequenc)" range of the detected signal.

According to section 2.2, the sensor may not introduce a phase shift for respiration frequencies between
0.1 and 1 Hz. The sensor must be sensitive for respiration frequencies between 0.1 and 3 Hz in order to
follow the irregular breathing patterns of anxious patients. From these constraints, a number of
specifications follow for the design:
l) The output filter must be phase constant for the frequency domain of 0.1 to 1 Hz and it must let

through frequencies to 3 Hz.
2) The sample frequency must be at least 6 Hz (Nyquist). In fact, the sample frequency is chosen

to be 300 Hz.

As mentioned in the end of section 3.1 the maximal moving speed which the zero-pass-Iock detector can
follow is limited by the window length and the sample frequency. For the situation that fb = 40 kHz and
f. =300 Hz, the maximal displacement of the reflecting surface is given in (40). The maximal moving
speed of the reflecting surface which can be detected by the zero-pass-Iock detector is then (41).

~
2ax =2.'340 - ax ~.2lcm
~2 ~

\I =axmu _ O.21cm =64cm/s
~ T. 3.3ms

(40)

(41)
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figure 21: The respiration movement.

In figure 21 a simple mathematical model for the respiration displacement is given. TIle maximal
respiration displacement velocity vIDU is given by (42). When a maximal respiration ampliwde of 3 em
is assumed. the maximal by the zero-lock detector detectable respiration frequency is 3.4 Hz. This fulfils
the demand of 3 Hz.

(42)

3.2.5 Magnetic field.

The sensor has to operate in a strong magnetic field and the sensor may not influence the homogeneity
of the magnetic field. The first demand is fulfilled by using piezo-electric transducers. the second demand
is of importance for the final development of the sensor and is not taken into account yet.

3.2.6 RF silence.

The sensor is not allowed to broadcast radio frequent EM radiation inside the cage during the acquisition
of the (weak) MR signal. As a result of this constraint no digital equipment is allowed inside the RF-cage
and the transmit-signal must be heavily flltered to suppress the RF components of this signal.
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3.2.7 Robustness.

The sensor must be robust to RF radiation, gradient fields and the noise produced by those. These
constraints define a lower limit for the filtering of the input signal. These constraints are of importance
for the final adjustment of the sensor.

3.3 Detailed design.

In this section the modules shown in figure 16 are discussed. The electrical schemes of all the modules
discussed below are shown in appendix 4.

3.3.1 The analog modules.

Transmit filter.

The band-pass filter in the transmit circuit is included to fulfil the demand of RF-silence. It must reject
the 21 MHz and the 64 MHz components of the (digital) transmit-pulse. The circuit is a cascade circuit
of two second order low-pass-filters with a Q=5 and fc=40 kHz. The amplification of the 40 kHz
component is in that case 28 dB and the rejection of the 21 MHz component is approximately 225 dB if
the opamps are ideal. The result of a simulation of this module is given in appendix 5.

Input amplifier.

The magnitude of the received signal on the input of the input amplifier is 1 to 2 mY. The noise at this
point is of the same magnitude. In order not to change the SIN ratio, a low-noise input amplifier is used.
For this module a low noise operational amplifier is used and a gain of 28 dB is reached. The matching
impedance for optimal noise performance is 8 ill for this device. The resistive part of the impedance of
the ultrasonic transducer is 600 O. (see appendix 6). Two possible ways are known to bring these two
values together. The first one is to use two amplifiers in parallel and thus reducing the optimal noise
matching impedance of the amplifier circuit The second possibility is to transform the transducer
impedance to 8 kQ. The last option cannot be used, because this transformer also changes the quality and
the resonance frequency of the transducer.

Input filter.

The input filter is included to reject the noise outside the frequency band of interest. This filter consists
of a cascade circuit of a low-pass-ftlter and a high-pass-filter. Both the filters have a Q=3 and fc = 40 kHz.
So, the filter reaches a amplification of 19 dB for the 40 kHz component and it falls with 40 dB per
decade on both sides. The perfonnance of this filter is simulated. The noise behaviour of the input circuit
(amplifier and filter) is also simulated. The results of these simulations are shown in appendix 5.
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Envelope detector and detector filter.

The envelope detector is a diode detector with 't =10 Tb• The detector filter is a 4th·order Butterworth
10w-pass-fJ..lter with fo = 25 kHz. In this case this section can follow the dynamics of the reflected signal.
The perfonnance of the detector filter is simulated and shown in appendix 5.

Level detector.

The level detector is a diode detector in combination with a comparator. The diode detector generates a
voltage which is 0.7 times the topvalue of the previous detected signal. In that case the level detector is
adaptive to amplitude changes of the reflected signal. The value of 't for this detector then must be
9.3.10.3 sec (43).

Reflected burst.

-T.

O.7oYo=Yo1r or - t=9.3olO-3s
(43)

This circuit generates a blockwave out of the reflected signal. Such a digital signal is needed, because the
fibre optic transmission components used only transmit digital signals correctly. The reflection to burst
converter consists of a leveldetector and a comparator. The detectionlevel is 0.2 times the toplevel of the
previous reflection. The comparator compares with 0 V when a reflection is detected. In that case the
reflected signal is converted into a blockwave. The comparator compares with 12V when no reflection
is detected. In that case, the output is zero.

Optical circuit.

This circuit is used to transmit (digital) signals from inside the RF-cage to outside this cage.

Output filter.

The output filter is a series circuit of a second order high-pass-fJ..lter and a second order low-pass-filter.
Both filters have a Q=5. The low cut-off frequency is 0.05 Hz and the high cut-off frequency is 4 Hz.

3.3.2 The digital modules.

Timing circuit.

The timing circuit generates a burst of 1 period of a 40 kHz signal with a repetition rate of 300 Hz. It also
produces a 1.25 MHz clock for the counter module and a reset pulse for several modules. This module
consists of a 10 MHz clock, two 12-stage ripple counters and some gates.
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Count enable circuit.

This module enables the counter module when a startpulse is given and disables the counter when the first
stoppulse occurs. This module consists of a single flipflop and an AND-gate.

Count and latch module.

This module counts with a rate of 1.25 MHz during the time that the enable signal is active. At the
moment the enable signal becomes inactive, the counted value is latched. This module consists of a 12
stage ripple counter, two 8-bit flipflop arrays and some gates.

Window generator.

This module generates a window which becomes active after (T. - ~TJ seconds and then hold for Tb

seconds. This module consists of 6 4-bits synchronous counters, three 8-bits comparators, two flipflops
and some gates.The states of this circuit are shown in figure 22. During power-up, the circuit is set into
state 1.

1
2

~
?
1

2>
1

figure 22: The states of the window generator.

Mode selector.

This module must select between the leveldetection-module and the zero-pass-lock module. When the
window and the reflection don't occur at the same time the leveldetection must be chosen, otherwise the
zero-pass-Iock. This circuit consists of two flipflops and some gates. The states of this circuit are shown
in figure 23. During power-up, the circuit is set into state 2.
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1
2

~
6
1

figure 23: States of the selector module.

3.4 Measurements.

The ultrasonic respiration sensor has been built into a body coil. In this configuration, it is tested on
several volunteers outside a MR scanner. The results are given in appendix 7. A sample of the
measurement results in which the ultrasonic sensor is compared with the pneumatic belt are shown in
figure 24. The results are very representative for the respiration movement and therefore extremely suitable
to deliver the respiration signal to the ROPE algorithm.
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'--

ultrasonic respiration sensor

pneumatic belt

figure 24: Comparision of the ultrasonic respiration sensor with the pneumatic belt.

Also. a time-jitter measurement is perfonned. The jitter of the zero-crossings in the reflected signal for
the experimental circuit is 50 ns. This means that the maximal achievable resolution is Woos m

Also. the behaviour of the experimental circuit inside a MR-scanner is observed. The basic result of this
test is that the sensor operates all right inside the magnetic field. But when the fastest and noisiest
sequence is used. the transducer is some moments unable to receive. For common MR-sequences the
system perfonns very good.
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4 Recommendations.

In order to ease the fmal development of the ultrasonic respiration sensor into a product, the following
recommendations are listed.

1- Take care of a vibration proof suspension, otherwise the transducers are moving and this
movement is detected. too. In a MR environment this is very important because the current
through the gradient coils can be up to 300 A. Inside a l.5T magnetic field, this gives strong
forces on the material. These currents are switched on and off frequently so the forces are also
changing frequently and a strong vibration is the result.

2- Reduce the cross-talk between the transmitting and the receiving transducer. Special paste for this
purpose is available.

3- Make the design entirely synchronous. For the testability of a product this is a must. For the
operation of the sensor this is not necessary.

4- Use transducers with a ultrasonic frequency of 30 kHz and a Q of 10 or less. The plastic
ultrasonic transducers produced by Polaroid might be usable.

5- Modify the design: use up/down counters in the count circuit to measure only the variation in
distance and not the total distance. In that case only 8 bits are necessary.
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5 Conclusions.

The ultrasonic respiration sensor is the best option out of the five options for a body-contact-free
respiration sensor investigated in this report because of its ability to meet all the demands. The sensor is
designed to measure the respiration of patients who are lying quietly inside a MR.-scanner. The maximum
possible variation which can be measured is 10 Ilm. The sensor is not disturbed by clothing. The sensor
operates all right inside a strong magnetic field. The range of the sensor is O.55m.

The zero-lock circuit makes the sensor insensitive for amplitude changes of the received signal and thus
to shape changes of the reflecting surface. The sensor is therefore extremely suitable to measure human
respiration.

The feasibility of the ultrasonic respiration sensor has been demonstrated.

Some further engineering is necessary for application of the sensor in operational scanners. Like ordering
the best transducers, reducing the cross-talk between the transmitting and receiving transducers and
determining the best position to place the transducers.
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Appendix 1
Extraction of the respiration signal out of MR-data.

Results.
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1 Measurement direction parallel with respiration movement.
With tracer.
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2 Measurement direction parallel with respiration movement.
No tracer used.
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3 Measurement direction perpendicular to respiration movement.
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4 Measurement direction perpendicular to respiration movement.
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Appendix 2
Measurement of the power reflection on the quadrature bodycoil.
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1 Volunteer 1, lying quietly.
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2 Volunteer 1, moving with his hands.
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3 Volunteer 2.
a) Lying quietly.
b) Finger movements.
c) Sholder movements.
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4 Volunteer 2.
a) Lying quietly.
b) Talking.
c) Finger movements.
d) Leg movements.
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5 Philpac simulation description.
of the reflection measurement.

PHn..PAC 8B3VOOI COPYRIGHT 1989 NY PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 14:39:04 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYTES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

title: quadrature systemS
c: model of a quadrature 12 rod birdcage IT5 whole body coil.

length: 600mm, diameter: 57Omm.
frequency: 63.87 MHz.
Q coil = 60
rod om*l = 222 ohm
fixed matching circuit & hybrid included

$
ctS
model: hybrid(in,iso,ac,dc,gnd) zref,fref,phase$
c I(in,gnd) cgndS
c2(iso,gnd) cgnd$
c3(ac,gnd) cgndS
c4(dc,gnd) cgnd$
114(in,dc) coilS
U3(iso,ac) coilS
cI2(in,iso) ccoup$
c34(ac,dc) ccoup$
conv=pi/180$
theta=phase*conv(2$
omref=2*pi*fref$
coil=zref*sin(theta)/(omref)$
cgnd=sqn« l-cos(theta))/(1+cos(theta)))/(zref*omref)$
ccoup: l/(zref*omref*tan(theta))$
endS

model: driver(ina,inb,outa,outb,gnd,input)cap, qf$
Irlng=fac*7On$
lrod=fac*57011$
11 (ina,1)lring$
cl(l,2)cap$
12(2,outa)lring$
13(inb,3)lring$
c2(3,4)cap$
14(4,outb)lring$
15(outa,gnd) lrodf2$
16(input,outb) lrod/2$
r1(outa,outb)qf*222$
fae=0.69S
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endS

model: cir(cona, conb, inp ) em, es, Is $
cl(cona, 1) cs $
11 (1, conb) Is $
c2(1, inp ) em $
endS

driverl (1,2,3,4,30,31 )eap, qf$
driver2(3,4,5,6,32,33)cap, qf$
driver3(5,6,7,8,34,35)cap, qf$
driver4(7,8,9,10,36,37)cap, qf$
driver5(9,10,11,12,38,39)cap, qf$
driver6(l1,12,13,14,40,41)cap, qf$
driver7(13,14,15,16,42,43)cap, qf$
driver8(l5,16,17,18,44,45)cap, qf$
driver9(17,18,19,20,46,47)cap, qf$
driverlO(19,20,21,22,48,49)cap, qf$
driver11 (21 ,22,23,24,50,51 )cap, qf$
driver12(23,24,1,2,52,53)cap, qf$

cirl(30,31,101) cmat, cser, lser $
12(32,33) coilS
13(34,35) coil$
cir4(36,37,103) emat, cser, Iser $
15(38,39) coil$
16(40,41) coil$
17(42,43) coil$
18(44,45) coil$
19(46,47) coil$
110(48,49) coil$
111(50,51) coil$
112(52,53) coilS

c: source + hybrid $

hybrid1(201,202,101,103,0) zref,fref,phase$
el(O,I00) sw(500,O)$
rl(I00,202) 50 $ c100(l00,202) lOOp $
r3(201,O) 50 $ C: ISO pon $
vl(O,I00) $ H(r1)$
v2(O,201) $ i2(r3)$
rl00(101,30) l00mg $ C: these are for the twopon $
r101(103,36) l00mg $

r102(30,0) .1 u $ C: forgot what a shon is... $
r103(36,0) .1u $
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c: hybrid parameters $

zref=50$
fref=63.87mg$
phase=90$

C: coil parameters $

cap: 40.84p$
qf= (60 + (f - 63.87000lmg)*20) $
coil= 0.69*300$

C: matching circuit parameters $

cser = 16.756p $
lser = 200n $
cmat = 18.026p $

endS

C: Q van spoel$

ac$
f=an(63.87mg, 63.870002mg, 40)$
prplot: db(v2/vl), db«v2*i2)/(vl *i1», mag(v2)$
endS
runS
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quadrature system

AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(V2Nl) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-80.00 -60.00 -40.00 -20.00
-70.00 -50.00 -30.00

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-

63.8700000 MG -15.744 ...
63.8700001 MG -16.280 ...
63.8700001 MG -16.838 ...
63.8700002 MG -17.423 ...
63.8700002 MG -18.036 ...
63.8700003 MG -18.683 ...
63.8700003 MG -19.367 ...
63.8700003 MG -20.095 ...
63.8700004 MG -20.873 ...
63.8700005 MG -21.710 ...
63.8700005 MG -22.619 ...
63.8700005 MG -23.613 ...

63.8700006 MG -24.714 ...
63.8700006 MG -25.950 ...
63.8700007 MG -27.363 ...
63.8700007 MG -29.017 ...
63.8700008 MG -31.020 ...
63.8700008 MG -33.575 ...
63.8700009 MG -37.131 ...
63.8700009 MG -43.098 ...
63.8700010 MG -73.093 ...
63.8700010 MG -43.777 ...
63.8700011 MG -37.697 ...
63.8700011 MG -34.204 ...
63.8700012 MG -31.757 ...
63.8700012 MG -29.878 ...
63.8700013 MG -28.357 ...
63.8700013 MG -27.084 ...
63.8700014 MG -25.990 ...
63.8700014 MG -25.034 ...
63.8700015 MG -24.185 ...
63.8700015 MG -23.424 ...
63.8700016 MG -22.735 ...
63.8700016 MG -22.107 ...
63.8700017 MG -21.529 ...
63.8700017 MG -20.996 ...
63.8700018 MG -20.501 ...
63.8700018 MG -20.039 ...
63.8700019 MG -19.607 ...
63.8700019 MG -19.202 ...
63.8700020 MG -18.821 ...

+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----+-----+-
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GRAPH OF DB«V2>1eI2)/(Vl>1eI1)) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-140.0 -100.0 -60.0 -20.0
-120.0 -80.0 -40.0

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-

63.8700000 MG -23.054 >Ie

63.8700001 MG -24.111 ...
63.8700001 MG -25.215 ...
63.8700002 MG -26.370 ...
63.8700002 MG -27.584 >Ie

63.8700003 MG -28.865 ...
63.8700003 MG -30.221 ...
63.8700003 MG -31.664 >Ie

63.8700004 MG -33.208 ...
63.8700005 MG -34.871 >Ie

63.8700005 MG -36.677 ...
63.8700005 MG -38.654 •
63.8700006 MG -40.845 ...
63.8700006 MG -43.306 •
63.8700007 MG -46.121 ...
63.8700007 MG -49.418 >Ie

63.8700008 MG -53.415 ...
63.8700008 MG -58.515 ...
63.8700009 MG -65.616 •
63.8700009 MG -77.542 •
63.8700010 MG -137.522 .•
63.8700010 MG -78.880 •
63.8700011 MG -66.710 ...
63.8700011 MG -59.716 ...
63.8700012 MG -54.812 ...
63.8700012 MG -51.046 ...
63.8700013 MG -47.997 ...
63.8700013 MG -45.441 ...
63.8700014 MG -43.245 ...
63.8700014 MG -41.324 ...
63.8700015 MG -39.620 ...
63.8700015 MG -38.090 ...
63.8700016 MG -36.704 ...
63.8700016 MG -35.439 ...
63.8700017 MG -34.276 ...
63.8700017 MG -33.202 >Ie

63.8700018 MG -32.205 ...
63.8700018 MG -31.275 >Ie

63.8700019 MG -30.404 •
63.8700019 MG -29.587 ...
63.8700020 MG -28.817 ...

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-
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GRAPH OF MAG(V2) VERSUS FREQUENCY

0.00 40.00
20.00 60.00

FREQUENCY
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---

63.8700000 MG 81.613 •
63.8700001 MG 76.734 •
63.8700001 MG 71.954 •
63.8700002 MG 67.272 •
63.8700002 MG 62.684 •
63.8700003 MG 58.187 •
63.8700003 MG 53.779 •
63.8700003 MG 49.457 •
63.8700004 MG 45.219 •
63.8700005 MG 41.063 •
63.8700005 MG 36.985 •
63.8700005 MG 32.984 •
63.8700006 MG 29.058 •
63.8700006 MG 25.204 •
63.8700007 MG 21.421 •
63.8700007 MG 17.706 •
63.8700008 MG 14.059 •
63.8700008 MG 10.476 •
63.8700009 MG 6.957 • •
63.8700009 MG 3.500 • •
63.8700010 MG 110.741 ML •
63.8700010 MG 3.237 • •
63.8700011 MG 6.518 • •
63.8700011 MG 9.744 •
63.8700012 MG 12.916 •
63.8700012 MG 16.035 •
63.8700013 MG 19.103 •
63.8700013 MG 22.120 •
63.8700014 MG 25.088 •
63.8700014 MG 28.008 •
63.8700015 MG 30.882 •
63.8700015 MG 33.709 •
63.8700016 MG 36.493 •
63.8700016 MG 39.232 •
63.8700017 MG 41.929 •
63.8700017 MG 44.585 •
63.8700018 MG 47.200 •
63.8700018 MG 49.775 •
63.8700019 MG 52.312 •
63.8700019 MG 54.811 •
63.8700020 MG 57.272 •

+---------+---------+---------+---------+---
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Appendix 3
Measurements and simulations of the RF transmission method.
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1 Volunteer 2, low send power.

SPECTRUM
A: REF
-47.30
[ d8m

8: REF
O.OOC

] [

C~S_r.
: f=FT~_r
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DIV DIV CENTER 63 580 000.000 Hz
10.00m lC.08 SPAN 5 000.000 Hz

R8W: 30 Hz SI: 1. 00 min RA~JGE: R= O. T= OdBm
A,DRS= 5
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2 Volunteer 2, high send power.

SPECTRUM
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3 Philpac simulation description.
Transmission measurement.

PHILPAC 8B3VOO1 COPYRIGHT 1989 NY PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 14:45:03 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYTES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

title: quadrature systemS
c: model of a quadrature 12 rod birdcage 1T5 whole body coil.

length: 600mm, diameter: 57Omm.
frequency: 63.87 MHz.
Q coil = 60
rod om*l =222 ohm
fixed matching circuit & hybrid included

$
ct $
model: hybrid(in,iso,ac,dc,gnd) zref,fref,phase$
c1(in,gnd) cgnd$
c2(iso,gnd) cgnd$
c3(ac,gnd) cgnd$
c4(dc,gnd) cgnd$
114(in,dc) coilS
123(iso,ac) coilS
c12(in,iso) ccoup$
c34(ac,dc) ccoup$
conv=pi/180$
theta=phase*conv(2$
omref=2*pi*fref$
coi1=zref*sin(theta)/(omref)$
cgnd=sqrt((l-cos(theta))/(1+cos(theta» )/(zref*omref)$
ccoup= l/(zref*omref*tan(theta»$
endS

model: driver(ina,inb,outa,outb,gnd,input)cap, qf$
lring=fac*70n$
1rod=fac*57On$
11 (ina, I )lring$
c1(l ,2)cap$
12(2,outa)lring$
13(inb,3)1ring$
c2(3,4)cap$
14(4,outb)lring$
15(outa,gnd) lrod(2$
16(input,outb) lrodf2$
r1 (outa,outb)qf*222$
fac=O.69$
endS
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model: cir(cona, conb, inp ) em, es, Is $
e1(cona, 1) cs $
11(1, conb) Is $
e2(l, inp) em S
endS

driver1 (1 ,2,3,4,30,31)eap, qf$
driver2(3,4,5,6,32,33)eap, qf$
driver3(5,6,7,8,34,35)eap, qf$
driver4(7,8,9,10,36,37)cap, qf$
driver5(9,10,11,12,38,39)cap, qf$
driver6(l1,12,13,14,40,41)cap, qf$
driver7(13,14,15,16,42,43)cap, qf$
driver8(l5,16,17,18,44,45)cap, qf$
driver9(17,18,19,20,46,47)cap, qf$
driverl0(19,20,21 ,22,48,49)cap, qf$
driverl1 (21,22,23,24,50,51 )eap, qf$
driverI2(23,24,1,2,52,53)cap, qf$

cirl(30,31,101) emat, eser, Iser $
12(32,33) coilS
13(34,35) coilS
eir4(36,37,103) emat, cser, Iser $
15(38,39) coilS
16(40,41) coilS
17(42,43) coilS
18(44,45) coilS
19(46,47) coilS
110(48,49) coilS
111(50,51) coilS
112(52,53) coilS

c: source + hybrid $

hybrid1(201 ,202, 101,103,0) zref,fref,phase$
jl(32,33) sw(lrn1, 0)$
j2(34,35) sw(lm1, 0)$
rl(202,0) 50 $
r3(201 ,0) 50 $ C: ISO port $
vl(0,201) $ i1(r3) $

r100(l01,30) l00mg $ C: these are for the twoport $
rl01(103,36) l00mg $

r102(30,0) .lu $ C: forgot what a short is... $
r103(36,0) .lu $
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c: hybrid parameters $

zref=50$
fref=63.87mg$
phase=90$

C: coil parameters $

cap= 40.84p$
qf= (60 + (f - 63.870001mg)*20) $
coil= 0.69*30n$

C: matching circuit parameters $

cser = 16.756p $
lser =200n $
cmat = 18.026p $

endS

ac$
f=an(63.87mg, 63.870002mg, 40)$
prplot: db(vl), db(vl *i1)$
endS
runS

C: Q van spoel$
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quadrature system

AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(Vl) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-41.00 -40.00 -39.00 -38.00
-40.50 -39.50 -38.50

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-

63.8700000 MG -40.769 '"
63.8700001 MG -40.644 '"
63.8700001 MG -40.524 '"
63.8700002 MG -40.408 '"
63.8700002 MG -40.295 '"
63.8700003 MG -40.186 '"
63.8700003 MG -40.081 '"
63.8700003 MG -39.979 '"
63.8700004 MG -39.880 '"
63.8700005 MG -39.783 '"
63.8700005 MG -39.690 '"
63.8700005 MG -39.600 '"
63.8700006 MG -39.512 '"
63.8700006 MG -39.426 '"
63.8700007 MG -39.343 '"
63.8700007 MG -39.262 '"
63.8700008 MG -39.183 '"
63.8700008 MG -39.107 '"
63.8700009 MG -39.032 '"
63.8700009 MG -38.959 '"
63.8700010 MG -38.888 '"
63.8700010 MG -38.819 '"
63.8700011 MG -38.752 '"
63.8700011 MG -38.686 '"
63.8700012 MG -38.622 '"
63.8700012 MG -38.559 '"
63.8700013 MG -38.498 '"
63.8700013 MG -38.438 '"
63.8700014 MG -38.379 '"
63.8700014 MG -38.322 '"
63.8700015 MG -38.266 '"
63.8700015 MG -38.212 '"
63.8700016 MG -38.158 '"
63.8700016 MG -38.106 '"
63.8700017 MG -38.055 '"
63.8700017 MG -38.004 '"
63.8700018 MG -37.955 '"
63.8700018 MG -37.907 '"
63.8700019 MG -37.860 '"
63.8700019 MG -37.814 '"
63.8700020 MG -37.769 '"

+----+-----+----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-
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GRAPH OF DB(VI "'11) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-116.0 -114.0 -112.0 -110.0
-115.0 -113.0 -111.0

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-

63.8700000 MG -115.517 '"
63.8700001 MG -115.268 . '"
63.8700001 MG -115.028 •
63.8700002 MG -114.795 ...
63.8700002 MG -114.570 ...
63.8700003 MG -114.352 ...
63.8700003 MG -114.141 ...
63.8700003 MG -113.937 ...
63.8700004 MG -113.739 •
63.8700005 MG -113.546 '"
63.8700005 MG -113.360 ...
63.8700005 MG -113.179 •
63.8700006 MG -113.003 •
63.8700006 MG -112.832 •
63.8700007 MG -112.665 •
63.8700007 MG -112.503 •
63.8700008 MG -112.346 ...
63.8700008 MG -112.193 ...
63.8700009 MG -112.043 •
63.8700009 MG -111.898 •
63.8700010 MG -111.756 ...
63.8700010 MG -111.618 •
63.8700011 MG -111.483 •
63.8700011 MG -111.351 •
63.8700012 MG -111.223 •
63.8700012 MG -111.097 ...
63.8700013 MG -110.975 •
63.8700013 MG -110.855 •
63.8700014 MG -110.738 '"
63.8700014 MG -110.624 ...
63.8700015 MG -110.512 •
63.8700015 MG -110.403 •
63.8700016 MG -110.296 •
63.8700016 MG -110.191 •
63.8700017 MG -110.089 •
63.8700017 MG -109.988 ...
63.8700018 MG -109.890 ...
63.8700018 MG -109.794 •
63.8700019 MG -109.700 ...
63.8700019 MG -109.607 '"
63.8700020 MG -109.517 '"

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-
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Appendix 4
Electrical scheme of the ultrasonic respiration sensor.
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. Basic scheme
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·envelope detector ·
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level detection.
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.......... .. .. .
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Appendix 5.
Philpac simulation data of the filters in the ultrasonic respiration

sensor.
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1 Send filter.

PHILPAC 8B3Vool COPYRIGHT 1989 NV PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 13:56:07 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYTES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

c: 2nd order band-pass mter, Qtot=30 fo = 40 kHz$

ct$
model:lpf(in,out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
r1(l,2) 1k$
r3(2,3) 1k$
c5(3,O) 0033$
c4(2,5) 33n$
s4(4,5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,0)1g,10,0.2mg,2mg$
endS

e1(0,loo) sw(4m1,0)$
r1oo(loo,1) lOOkS
Ipfl (l ,2,0)$
1pf2(2,3,O)$

r30(3,O) 1mg$
vl(1,O)$
v2(2,O)$
v3(3,O)$
endS

ac$
twoport:rloo,r30$
f=gn(1k,5Omg,50)$
prplotdb(v3/v1)$
endS
runS
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AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(V3Nl) VERSUS FREQUENCY
-250.0 -150.0 -50.0

-200.0 -100.0 0.0
FREQUENCY

+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+----
1.000 K 0.007 ...
1.242 K 0.011 ...
1.542 K 0.017 ...
1.914 K 0.027 ...
2.376 K 0.041 ...
2.951 K 0.064 ...
3.663 K 0.098 ...
4.548 K 0.152 .
5.647 K 0.235 ...
7.012 K 0.363 ...
8.706 K 0.563 ...

10.809 K 0.876 ...
13.420 K 1.368 ...
16.662 K 2.155 ...
20.688 K 3.437 ...
25.686 K 5.605 ...
31.891 K 9.520 ...
39.596 K 17.508 ...
49.162 K 27.308 ...
61.039 K 7.407 ...
75.786 K -7.073 ...
94.095 K -18.093 ...
116.828 K -27.579 ...
145.053 K -36.271 ...
180.097 K -44.512 ...
223.607 K -52.485 ...
277.629 K -60.292 ...
344.702 K -67.995 ...
427.980 K -75.632 ...
531.377 K -83.227 ...
659.754 K -90.795 ...
819.146 K -98.346 ...
1.017 MG -105.885 ...
1.263 MG -113.417 ...
1.568 MG -120.945 ...
1.947 MG -128.469 ...
2.417 MG -135.992 ...
3.001 MG -143.514 ...
3.726 MG -151.037 ...
4.626 MG -158.559 ...
5.743 MG -166.084 ...
7.131 MG -173.611 ...
8.854 MG -181.142 ...

10.993 MG -188.679 ...
+-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+----
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2 Input amplifier and input filter.

PHILPAC 8B3V001 COPYRIGHT 1989 NY PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 13:47:03 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYTES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

c: 2nd order band-pass filter, Qtot=30 fo = 40 kHz$
ct$
model:hpf(in,out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
c1(l,2) 0.58n$
c3(2,3) 0.58n$
r5(3,O) 36k$
r4(2,5) 1k$
s4(4.5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,O) Ig,lO,O.2rng,2mg$
endS

mode1:1pf(in,out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
rl(1,2) 100$
r3(2,3) 100$
c5(3,O) 6n8$
c4(2,5) 2200$
s4(4,5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,O) Ig,lO,O.2mg,2mg$
endS

c: inputamplifier, low noise 25x $
model:ampin(in, out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,3)$
s3(common,O)$
rl(1,O) 100k$
r2(2.0) 10$
r3(2,3) 270$
opamp27(1,2,3,O)lg,70,lmg,10$
endS

c: end stage amplifier, 30x $
model:ampout(in, out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,3)$
s3(common,O)$
rl(2,O) 330$
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r2(2,3) 1Ok$
opamp412(1 ,2,3,0)1g,10,0.2mg,2mg$
endS

el(O,loo) sw(4m1,0)$
rloo(1oo,l) 400$
ampinl(1,2,0)$
Ipfl (2,3,0)$
hpfl(3,4,0)$
ampout1(4,5,0)$

r50(5,0) Img$
vl(l,O)$
v2(2,O)$
v3(3,O)$
v4(4,0)$
v5(5,0)$
endS

ac$
twoport:rloo,r50$
f=gn(10,1mg,40)$
prplotdb(v2/v 1)$
prplotdb(v5/v1)$
endS
runS
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AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(V2N1) VERSUS FREQUENCY

12.50 17.50 22.50 27.50
15.00 20.00 25.00

FREQUENCY

10.000
13.335
17.783
23.714
31.623
42.170
56.234
74.989
100.000
133.352
177.828
237.137
316.228
421.697
562.341
749.894

1.000 K
1.334 K
1.778K
2.371 K
3.162 K
4.217 K
5.623 K
7.499 K

10.000 K
13.335 K
17.783 K
23.714 K
31.623 K
42.170 K
56.234 K
74.989 K
100.000 K
133.352 K
177.828 K
237.137 K
316.228 K
421.697 K
562.341 K
749.894 K
1.000 MG

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.943 ...
28.944 ...
28.944 ...
28.947 ...
28.952 ...
28.970 ...
29.037 ...
29.421 ...
30.875 ...
28.922 ...
28.353 ...
27.828 ...
27.094 ...
26.052 ...
24.660 ...
22.937 ...
20.945 ...
18.759 ...
16.446 ...

14.055 ....
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
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GRAPH OF DB(V5Nl) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-100.0 -50.0 0.0 50.0
-75.0 -25.0 25.0

FREQUENCY

10.000
13.335
17.783
23.714
31.623
42.170
56.234
74.989

100.000
133.352
177.828
237.137
316.228
421.697
562.341
749.894

1.000 K
1.334 K
1.778 K
2.371 K
3.162 K
4.217 K
5.623 K
7.499 K

10.000 K
13.335 K
17.783 K
23.714 K
31.623 K
42.170 K
56.234 K
74.989 K

100.000 K
133.352 K
177.828 K
237.137 K
316.228 K
421.697 K
562.341 K
749.894 K
1.000 MG

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
-87.556 ole

-82.556 ....
-77.556 ole

-72.556 ole

-67.556 ole

-62.556 ole

-57.556 ole

-52.556 ole

-47.556 ole

-42.556 ...
-37.556 ...
-32.556 ...
-27.556 ole

-22.555 ...
-17.554 ole

-12.552 ole

-7.548 ...
-2.541 ...
2.471 ole

7.493 ...
12.531 ...
17.600 ole

22.722 ...
27.942 ...
33.340 ...
39.070 ...
45.440 ...
53.145 ...
63.983 ...
77.478 ole

66.159 ole

54.237 ole

45.674 ...
38.401 ...
31.540 ...
24.703 ...
17.734 ole

10.604 ole

3.341 ole

-4.016 ...
-11.432 ole

+--- --+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
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ac$
f=40k$
pr:noisetot, noisedet(5,0)$
endS
runS

AC ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY NOISETOT
40.000 K 294.135 P

ND(5,0;Rl00)
FREQUENCY
40.000 K 275.724 P

ND(5,O;RI.AMPIN1)
ND(5,0;R50) ND(5,0;R2.AMPIN1)
0.000 1.103 P 6.461 P

ND(5,0;R3.AMPIN1) ND(5,0;R3.LPF1)
FREQUENCY ND(5,0;R1.LPF1) ND(5,0;R5.HPF1)
40.000 K 239.484 F 90.370 F 2.853 P 4.492 P

EXPRESSION 5 = ND(5.0;R1.0PAMP27.AMPIN1)
ND(5,0;R4.HPF1) ND(5,0;R2.AMPOUT1)

FREQUENCY ND(5,0;RI.AMPOUT1) EXPRESSION 5
40.000 K 3.167 P 4.988 F 164.597 A 115.693 A

EXPRESSION 2 = ND(5.0;R3.0PAMP27.AMPIN1)
EXPRESSION 3 = ND(5.0;R2.0PAMP27.AMPIN1)
EXPRESSION 4 = ND(5.0;R1.0PAMP412.LPF1)
EXPRESSION 5 = ND(5.0;R3.0PAMP412.LPFl)

EXPRESSION 2 EXPRESSION
FREQUENCY EXPRESSION 3
40.000 K 778.217 A 0.069 A 0.313 A

4
EXPRESSION 5
0.000

EXPRESSION 2 = ND(5.0;R2.0PAMP412.LPF1)
EXPRESSION 3 = ND(5.0;R1.0PAMP412.HPF1)
EXPRESSION 4 = ND(5.0;R3.0PAMP412.HPF1)
EXPRESSION 5 = ND(5.0;R2.0PAMP412.HPF1)

EXPRESSION 2 EXPRESSION
FREQUENCY EXPRESSION 3
40.000 K 0.078 A 161.698 A 0.000

4
EXPRESSION 5

0.009 A

EXPRESSION 2 = ND(5.0;R1.0PAMP412.AMPOUT1)
EXPRESSION 3 = ND(5.0;R3.0PAMP412.AMPOUT1)
EXPRESSION 4 = ND(5.0;R2.0PAMP412.AMPOUT1)

EXPRESSION 2 EXPRESSION 4
FREQUENCY EXPRESSION 3
40.000 K 0.002 A 0.000 0.000
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3 Filter of the envelope-detector.

PHll..PAC 8B3VooI COPYRIGHT 1989 NY PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 14:02:56 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYfES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

c: 2nd order band-pass f1lter, Qtot=30 fo = 40 kHz$

ct$
model:lpf(in,out,common) co,ct$
sl(in,I)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
rl(l,2) lk$
r3(2,3) lk$
c5(3,0) coS
c4(2,5) ct$
s4(4,5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,0) Ig,lO,0.2mg,2mg$
endS

el(O,loo) sw(4ml,0)$
rlOO(loo,l) lOOkS
lpfl (1,2,0) 5n9,6n8$
Ipf2(2,3,0) 2n7,16n7$

r30(3,0) Img$
vl(l,O)$
v2(2,0)$
v3(3,0)$
endS

ac$
twoport:rloo,r30$
f=gn(10,lmg,50)$
prplotdb(v3/v1)$
endS
runS
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AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(V3Nl) VERSUS FREQUENCY
-140.0 -100.0 -60.0 -20.0

-120.0 -80.0 -40.0
FREQUENCY

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
10.000 0.000 ...
12.589 0.000 ...
15.849 0.000 ...
19.953 0.000 ...
25.119 0.000 ...
31.623 0.000 ...
39.811 0.000 ...
50.119 0.000 ...
63.096 0.000 ...
79.433 0.000 ...

100.000 0.000 ...
125.893 0.000 ...
158.489 0.000 ...
199.526 0.000 ...
251.189 0.000 ...
316.228 0.000 ...
398.107 0.000 ...
501.187 0.000 ...
630.957 0.000 ...
794.328 0.000 ...

1.000 K 0.000 ...
1.259 K 0.000 ...
1.585 K 0.001 ...
1.995 K 0.001 ...
2.512 K 0.002 ...
3.162 K 0.003 ...
3.981 K 0.005 ...
5.012 K 0.008 ...
6.310 K 0.013 ...
7.943 K 0.019 ...

10.000 K 0.022 ...
12.589 K 0.003 ...
15.849 K -0.158 ...
19.953 K -1.014 ...
25.119 K -4.103 ...
31.623 K -10.117 ...
39.811 K -17.522 ...
50.119 K -25.301 ...
63.096 K -33.187 ...
79.433 K -41.119 ...

100.000 K -49.076 ...
125.893 K -57.049 ...
158.489 K -65.032 ...
199.526 K -73.022 ...

+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
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4 output filter

PHILPAC 8B3Vool COPYRIGHT 1989 NY PHILIPS EINDHOVEN NETHERLANDS

DATE: 18-APR-91
USER: EHARMS

TIME: 14:10:47 STORAGE LIMIT: 5830 KBYTES
JOB TIME LIMIT: 0.0 SEC.

c: 2nd order band-pass fIlter$
ct$
model:hpf(in,out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
cl(l,2) 5u4$
c2(2,3) 5u4$
r2(3,0) lOmg$
r1(2,5) lOOkS
s4(4,5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,0)19,10,0.2mg,2mg$
endS

model:lpf(in,out,common)$
sl(in,l)$
s2(out,5)$
s3(common,O)$
r1(1,2) lOOkS
r2(2,3) 1ook$
c2(3,0) 0u039$
c1(2,5) 3u9$
s4(4,5)$
opamp412(3,4,5,0) 19, I 0,0.2mg,2mg$
endS

el(O,loo) sw(5,0)$
rlOO(loo,l) 1k$
hpfl (1,2,0)$
Ipfl (2,3,0)$

r50(3,0) Img$
v1(l,0)$
v2(2,0)$
v3(3,0)$
endS
ac$
twoport:rl00,r50$
f=gn(O.O 10,100,40)$
prplotdb(v3/v1)$
prplotarg(v3/v1)$
endS
runS
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AC ANALYSIS GRAPH OF DB(V3Nl) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-60.00 -40.00 -20.00 0.00
-50.00 -30.00 -10.00

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

10.000 ML -17.740 ...
12.589 ML -13.075 ...
15.849 ML -7.911 ...
19.953 ML -1.715 ...
25.119 ML 7.055 ...
31.623 ML 12.839 ...
39.811 ML 6.457 ...
50.119 ML 3.549 ...
63.096 ML 2.078 ...
79.433 ML 1.258 ...

100.000 ML 0.776 ...
125.893 ML 0.487 ...
158.489 ML 0.312 ...
199.526 ML 0.208 ...
251.189 ML 0.150 ...
316.228 ML 0.125 ...
398.107 ML 0.128 ...
501.187 ML 0.159 ...
630.957 ML 0.224 ...
794.328 ML 0.340 ...

1.000 0.533 ...
1.259 0.853 ...
1.585 1.387 ...
1.995 2.303 ...
2.512 3.970 ...
3.162 7.361 ...
3.981 13.934 ...
5.012 4.966 ...
6.310 -3.073 ...
7.943 -8.992 ...

10.000 -14.029 ...
12.589 -18.628 ...
15.849 -22.987 ...
19.953 -27.207 ...
25.119 -31.342 ...
31.623 -35.427 ...
39.811 -39.480 ...
50.119 -43.513 ...
63.096 -47.534 ...
79.433 -51.547 ...

100.000 -55.556 . ...
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
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GRAPH OF ARG(V3N1) VERSUS FREQUENCY

-4.000 -2.000 0.000 2.000
-3.000 -1.000 1.000

FREQUENCY
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

10.000 ML 3.065 ...
12.589 ML 3.037 ...
15.849 ML 2.991 ...
19.953 ML 2.896 ...
25.119ML 2.583 ...

31.623 ML 955.580 ML ...
39.811 ML 314.746 ML ...
50.119 ML 175.474 ML ...
63.096 ML 115.870 ML ...
79.433 ML 81.971 ML ...
100.000 ML 59.575 ML ...
125.893 ML 43.333 ML ...
158.489 ML 30.735 ML ...
199.526 ML 20.396 ML ...
251.189 ML 11.436 ML ...
316.228 ML 3.212 ML ...
398.107 ML -4.810 ML ...
501.187 ML -13.135 ML ...
630.957 ML -22.312 ML ...
794.328 ML -33.017 ML ...

1.000 -46.204 ML ...
1.259 -63.413 ML ...
1.585 -87.518 ML ...
1.995 -124.880 ML ...
2.512 -193.359 ML ...
3.162 -368.253 ML ...
3.981 -1.327 ...
5.012 -2.690 ...
6.310 -2.922 ...
7.943 -3.002 ...

10.000 -3.043 ...
12.589 -3.069 ...
15.849 -3.086 ...
19.953 -3.099 ...
25.119 -3.108 ...
31.623 -3.115 ...
39.811 -3.121 ...
50.119 -3.125 ...
63.096 -3.129 ...
79.433 -3.131 ...

100.000 -3.133 ...
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
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Appendix 6
Elementary measurement results.
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1 Impedance of the transducer.

~ULL SCALE 1.0000
::lHASE REF O.. Odeg
~EF POSN O.Odeg

MARKER 40 OOO.OOOHz
Z MAG (UDF) 1. 6927
7 PHS(UDF) 65. 466deg
Rref:: 6oo~

r--~.~2~~--t-+-4-~~+----i

1

I
i
I
I
I

ENTER 40 000. OOOHz
MPTD -10.0dBm

SPAN 10 ODO.ODOHz
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Determination of the optimum frequency.

2 Absorption of ultrasound in clothes.

-e.,
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3 Relative reflection of ultrasound on clothes.
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Measured signals

4 Sent and received signal.

CHi lV " 200...8 15.6mV VERT
CH~ 1V

lr-
I
i I

~ ~
I

Ihi
CHlgn 1 IV" w

,
i
t- - -
I

I Ii
I

II

~ -~ -
I

i
I

'v~CH29n~tAft.
! IvY'

t
t t

I +
I II

L ......L. I
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5 Received "fish" and output leveJdetection.

, i

CH2 SOOmV
~ 2G~~s 68.4mV? EXTl

I
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J \
I \

i I
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I
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6 Reflected burst and zero-lock.

CHI SV
CH2 lV
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Appendix 7.
Respiration measurement results.
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1 Volunteer 2
Through T·shirt and shirt.
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2 Volunteer 3
Through_ thick wool sweater.
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Comparision of the ultrasonic respiration sensor with the pneuma
tic belt

3 Volunteer 2
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4 Volunteer 4

Pneumatic measurement

-------------------------106
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